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Exercises of Activity Book
1  Look and complete

beautiful    expensive    interesting    useful
 

It’s useful.1.

They’re interesting.2.

It’s expensive.3.

It’s beautiful.4.

 

 Read and write Yes or No2.

Samira is younger than her baby cousin.1.

No (Samira is older than her baby cusin).

The earrings are the most expensive present.2.

Yes.

The rattle is the most colourful toy.3.

Yes.

Samira and Kareem like the earrings and the bracelet.4.

No (They like the rattle and the bracelet).
 

3  Read and circle

A baby is younger than a child.1.

A flower is more colourful than a seed.2.

Ziad is good at tennis, but Faisal is better.3.

In my class, Abla is the best at English. Her mother is from4.
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Canada.
Issa thinks that chicken and rice is the most delicious meal.5.

 

4  Look and write

best   most useful   most expensive   youngest
 

Fatima is the youngest girl.1.

The car is the most expensive toy.2.

The blanket is the most useful present.3.

I think that the computer is the best present for you!4.

 

5  Read and find the mistakes

My favourite animal

By Sultan

My favourite animal is the tiger. Tigers are orange, black and
white. They are very dangerous. They are the biggest and

heaviest cats on Earth. A Siberian tiger weighs 360 kilos. Some
tigers are more powerful than lions!

Tigers usually live in forests. They like water and they can swim
better than smaller cats. They are very fast. A tiger can run at 65

kilometres an hour! They have big teeth and eat deer and other
animals. They sleep in the day when it is the hottest. They hunt in

the night because it is colder. I think that they are beautiful and
very interesting.

Tigers are the fastest and tallest cats on Earth.1.

All tigers are more powerful than lions.2.

Tigers usually live in the mountains.3.
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Cats can swim better than tigers.4.

Tigers sleep in the night when it is the hottest.5.

 

6  Correct the mistakes

biggest and heaviest.1.

Some.2.

forests.3.

Tigers, cats.4.

day.5.


